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Abstract

Two improved list—ranking algorithms are presented, The “peeling—off” algorithm
leads to an optimal PRAM algorithm, but was designed with application on a real
parallel machine in mind. It is simpler than earlier algorithms, and in a range of
problem sizes, where previously several algorithms where required for the best
performance, now this single algorithm suffices. If the problem size is much larger
than the number 01. available processors, then the “sparse—ruling-sets” algorithm is
even better. In previous versions this algorithm had very restricted practical appli-
cation because ot‘ the large number of communication rounds it was performing.
This main weakness of this algorithm is overcome by adding two new ideas, each
of which reduces the number of communication rounds by a factor of two.
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1 Introduction

A list is a basic data structure: it consists of nodes which are linked together, so that
every node has precisely one predecessor and one successor, except for the initial node,
which has no predecessor, and the final node, which has no successor. Connected to
the use of lists is the list ranking problem: determining for each node i of a set of lists
the index of the last nodej of its list and the number of links between 2' and j.

Parallel list ranking is a challenge, because it is hard to obtain good performance. In
this paper we present novel algorithms for performing list—ranking on various models of
parallel computers (ranging from PRAMS to practical parallel systems). The simplicity
and small memory usage of the presented algorithms facilitates their implementation.
At the same time they are highly efficient and outperform existing algorithms. After
years of intensive study of this problem, we believe that finally we have found the
“ultimate" parallel list-ranking algorithms.

1.1 Motivation
There are several reasons for performing a detailed study of the list-ranking problem
for parallel and external applications. We distinguish three types of motivation, which
are discussed hereafter:

o 'l‘heoretical interest.

a Benchmark character for the class of irregular problems.

0 Practical applications as a subroutine in other problems.

The theoretical interest of list—ranking is evident: it is one of the most basic
problems, and in the theory of parallel computation (and thus by inheritance also in
the theory of external computation). Therefore it has been considered extensively
[25. 6, 7. l, 2 . List ranking appears as a subroutine in many graph problems par—
ticularly because it is the key ingredient of the Euler-tour technique [23].

List~ranking has linear sequential complexity, and can be solved efficiently by a
trivial algorithm. This makes it very hard to achieve good speed—ups on a parallel
computer, and one may expect to lose a rather large factor when solving the problem
externally: the communication or paging can impossibly be hidden by the computation.
Because the problem is in addition very irregular, we believe that the performance
obtained for the list-ranking problem gives a lower bound on the performance that may
be expected for general purpose parallel or external computing.

List ranking also has real practical importance. Here we must be careful not to
confuse applications in theory and applications in practice. A true application, which
is important in its own right, which appears to not have alternative more practical so-
lutions. and which one would really like to solve for very big problems, is found in
the lowest—common ancestor, LCA. problem. The LCA problem has wide applications.
A recent and outstandingly important one is for performing queries on phylogenetic
trees in computational biology [18]. The LCA problem is to preprocess the entries of
a tree such that afterwards, for any pair of nodes (i, j), their lowest—common ancestor
LCA(z', j) can be cotnputed in constant sequential time. Such a preprocessing pays off
if one has to answer many of these queries, which appears to be the case for phyloge—
netic trees. Clearly the amount of data in this application may be overwhelming, and
thus there is a natural need for solving the LCA problem in parallel or in external mem—
ory. In a parallel context one may wonder why one cannot use the parallel computer
for the later queries (though it may not be available all the time). But, in an external



context, the goal is highly desirable: after preprocessing, the later queries can be per-
formed with three accesses to the external memory. whereas searching through a tree
requires some logarithmic number of accesses.

The LCA problem has been considered by several authors [9, l7, 4]. The algorithm
of Berkman and Vishkin [4] is really simple and easy to implement. In the first stage
of this algorithm, one has to compute an Euler array and the depth of every node. In
the second stage one has to solve a range-minima problem (see [I l]). The range min—
ima problem can be solved by computing prefix— and sutlix—minima, well—structured
problems that can be solved efficiently by parallel computers and in external memory.
So, the total time for the LCA problem is, to a large extent, determined by the time for
computing the Euler array, which boils down to solving a list—ranking problem on an
Euler tour of the tree. The depths can be computed by keeping track of some additional
information.

1.2 Previous Results

PRAMs. On PRAMs, the basic approach is pointer-jumping [25]. This technique can
be used in a list—ranking algorithm which, for a list of length N, runs in 0(l0g N) time
with 0(N - log N) work. Using accelerated cascading, the work of this algorithm is
reduced to the optimal 0(N), while maintaining running time 0(log N) [6]. These
improved algorithms start by repeatedly selecting an independent set, which reduces
the size of the graph by a constant factor in every phase. Then. if it has been reduced
to N/log N, pointer jumping is applied. Numerous variants of this idea have been
developed. More references are given in [l l]. A variant of [6] and [2] tuned towards
the requirements of the BSP model is given in [5].

Earlier Practical Results. Several recent papers report on implementations of list—
ranking algorithms on parallel computers. Experiences with algorithms based on the
independent-set—removal idea are described in [ 10] (for the MasPar) and [22] (for the
Paragon). Asymptotically these algorithms are optimal, but the involved constants
are just too large to achieve really convincing results. For example, on a Paragon
with P : 100 I’Us (processing units), the maximum obtained speedvupl is I4 [22].
The version of independent—set removal presented in this paper is slightly better: it
achieves speed—up 17 on a Paragon with P = 100 and k : N/P = 106. Reid—Miller
[16] describes a randomized algorithm in the spirit of [2] on a Cray T—‘)(). A similar
algorithm has been implemented on the Paragon by Sibeyn et al. [22]. This sparse»
ruling-set algorithm is unbeatable when either the start-up costs (the costs for sending
a packet away) are low, or when the load (the number k of nodes per PU) is extremely
high: it achieves speed—up 26 on a Paragon with P : 100 and k : 106, for larger k the
speed—up would be much higher. For more practical values of k, acceptable speed-ups
are achieved in [20].

1.3 New Results

Peeling-Off Algorithm. The first algorithm of this paper is based on a further de—
velopment of the ideas from [20]. In one of the algorithms in [20] the input is divided
in two halves, which can be solved independently. After log P halvings, the resulting
subproblems can be solved in each PU.

[Speed-up is defined as the ratio of the sequential time consumption and the parallel time consumption.
In our case, we compare our parallel times with the time consumption of the simple sequential algorithm
running on a single PU of the Paragon.



Our new algorithm is based on the same underlying idea for dividing the input.
However. now the input is not divided, but a fraction of it is split off. Hereafter the
problem is solved on the other fraction, and finally the fraction that was split off is
reinserted. This combination of the structure of independent—set removal with tech-
niques from [20] is new. A great advantage over independent—set removal is that the
fraction to be split off is not fixed. This makes that the algorithm can be tuned to the
parameters of the input and the machine.

This algorithm performs comparable to the best three algorithms of [20] in their
respective ranges of optimality. It essentially relies on the new observation that pointer-
jumping is highly efficient for a set of lists that have constant expected length. An
implementation on an Intel Paragon with P : 100 and k- : 106 achieves speed—up 25.

A further strong point of our algorithm is that it can be used for finding the roots
and depths of the nodes in a set of trees. We will commonly refer to this task by
{NW mating. Most other algorithms, among them independent—set removal, become
inefficient or break—down for tree rooting. A major exception is pointer—jumping, but
this algorithm is very inefficient in itself when the trees are not shallow. Thus our
algorithm allows to compute basic tree functions without resorting to the Euler—tour
technique (see [I l I), saving the involved overhead.

Improved Sparse-Ruling-Set Algorithm. A basic version of the sparse—ruling—set
algorithm was presented in [16] and a more elaborate version, with another application
in mind in [19]. Recently, Ranade has rediscovered the algorithm [15], adding a few
interesting ideas that went unnoticed so far. In this paper we add two more new ideas.

The first idea is universal and can be applied within any model of parallel com-
putation. The basic idea of the sparse—ruling—set algorithm is a reduction round, in
which a certain number of nodes is selected as rulers, which initiate waves running
down the lists link by link. Such a wave runs until it reaches a next ruler, or until
alter a certain maximum number of hops all waves are stopped. Hereafter, we must
further deal with the rulers and with the unreached nodes. In [19], they are treated
separately. This makes that the number of subproblcms grows exponentially with the
depth ofthe recursion. practically limiting this depth to at most two. In [15], rulers and
unreachcd nodes are not distinguished, solving one bigger subproblem instead. In the
earlier sparse—ruling—set algorithms, all rulers are chosen at the beginning of the reduc—
tion round. This results in a gradually decreasing number of running waves. There is
an alternative! We suggest that if a wave dies upon reaching a next ruler, a new ruler is
selected from among the unreached nodes, thus keeping the number of running waves
more or less constant. This leads to a very different and much simpler situation: after
a fixed number of hops, all nodes and rulers have been reached by a wave from the
preceding ruler. On PRAMs, it makes allocating the work simpler than before. On
interconnection networks, the maximal size of the communication buffers is smaller.
It even turns out that now, with a given number of hops, the reduction of the problem
size is twice as large. This approach has an additional advantage. In the earlier algo—
rithms, each ruler had to be informed about the node in which its wave had ended, and
the distance thereof, to form a sublist of rulers and unreached nodes. If there are no
unreached nodes, we can create a reversed list of rulers without exchanging data. This
saves a step at the end ofeaeh reduction round and makes the algorithm simpler.

The second idea is more specifically suited for interconnection networks. Most
parallel programs work according to the following pattern: computations are carried
out for a certain time, then there is a synchronization and all PUs exchange data in a
communication round. This structure is so general, that in the ESP—model [24, 12, 3]



it is imposed on all parallel programs. Unless the problem has a specific structure, the
communication will be of the all—to—all type, meaning that every PU has to exchange
data with all other PUs. There are several ways to perform such an all—to—all communi—
cation, but on a network with P PUs, for sufficiently large packets, it is most efficient
to decompose it into P — 1 permutations, in which each PU is the source and destina-
tion ofexactly one packet. How about the following alternative: instead of performing
the P — 1 permutations at the end of each computation round, we compute all there is
to compute, then perfomi the first permutation, then again some computation, then the
second permutation, and so on. In this way, the computation may profit from data that,
on the average. become known earlier. In general this may not be a very interesting ap4
proach, but for all algorithms in which information is gradually gathered it is. We will
show that with this approach, on the average, a wave progresses twice as fast, halving
the required number of communication rounds for reaching all nodes. Other advan—
tages of this approach are a reduced need for routing buffers and better possibilities for
overlapping computation and communication (latency hiding).

1.4 Structure of the Paper

After some preliminaries, we first describe an optimized version of independent—set
removal. Then we present the peeling-off algorithm in Section 4. In Section 5 we
present the improved sparse—ruling—set algorithm. Missing details might be found in
[21].

2 Preliminaries

Problem Definition. The input is a set of lists or trees of total length Ni livery node
has a pointer to a successor, stored in afield met. A final nodej can be recognized by
a distinguished value ofsua'(j). The output consists of two arrays: for every 0 :f j 4
N, the master of j, niast[j], should give the index of the final node of the list or tree
to whichj belongs, and distm should give the number of links between j and mastlj],
The number of PUs is denoted P, and every PU holds exactly I; : N/P nodes of the
lists: PU,;, 0 S 2' < P, holds the nodes with indices h - i + j, for all 0 gj < A:.

We will assume that the indexing of the nodes is selected uniformly from the set of
all N! permutations of N elements. Notice that we do not assume that the structure of
the lists or the trees is random.

Cost Model. Except for a PRAM section, we will express the quality of our par—
allel algorithms by giving their routing volume, the number of integers sent by a PU,
and the number of all—to-all routing operations (informally we call this the number of
communication rounds). Both these notions are well—defined, and can be determined
precisely. Our cost measure has proven to be a fairly reliable instrument for predicting
the practical behavior of algorithms [20]. It can be viewed as a simplification of BSP
or BSP* [24, [2, 3], In the analysis of our parallel algorithms, we will mostly assume
that N is much larger than P. For all—to-all communication patterns, we should even
have k >> P.

Probability Theory. In addition to some well—known results we will need

Lemma 1 (Azuma Inequality) [13] Let X1, . . . , Xm be independent random vari—
ables. For each i, X,- takes values in a set A), Let f : H111,- —) IR be a measimib/e
function satisfying |f($) — f(y)| g C, when :r and y differ only in a single coordinate.



Let Z be the random variable f(X1, . . . , Xm). Thenfar any h > 0,

PIIZ — EIZII 2 h] s 2 - WN>
3 Independent-Set Removal
We give an optimized version of independent-set removal.

In the independent—set-removal algorithm, reductions are repeated until the prob—
lem size has become sufficiently small to terminate with some other algorithm. Then
the excluded nodes are reinserted in reverse order. At all times, there is a list of ac—
tive nodes. Initially, all non—final nodes p are active and set masr(p) : sar'e(p) and
(li.vt(p) : 1. In Phase t of the reduction we perform

Algorithm REDUCTION“)
1. Each active node chooses independently a 0 or a I with probability 1/2. Each

node [3 that has chosen a 1 sends a packet to masr(p).

2. II' a node p which selected a 0 receives a packet, then it is removed from the
list 01‘ active nodes and added to the list of nodes excluded during Phase t. It sends
masl(p) and (lisr(p) back to the sending node. Otherwise it sends back the number
#1 (as a place holder).

3. If an active node p receives —1, then it does nothing. Otherwise it uses the
received data to update mast(p) and disr(p).

livery phase reduces the problem size to about 3/4. The reinsertion is even simpler.
Here we assume, by induction, that for all nodes p that were still active during the
corresponding reduction phase, masr(p) gives the index of the last node of the list and
(list(p) its distance.

Algorithm REINSERTIONU)
l. liach node that was excluded during Phase 1 sends a packet to its master.

2. Iiach node p that received a packet sends back masr(p) and (limp).
3. Each node p that was excluded during Phase t uses the received data to update

mast(p) and (lisl(p).

Lemma 2 A parallel implementation of the imlependent-sez—removal algorithm has
muting volume (8 + 0(1)) - k, with high probability. One level of REDUCTION and
INSERTION requires 4 all—to—all mufings,

Proof: In Step I of REDUCTION, 1/2 of the nodes sends a packet of size I. In Step 2,
1/4 sends a packet of size 2 and 1/4 a packet ofsize 1. In Step 1 of REINSERTION, 1/4
of the nodes sends a packet of size 1. In Step 2, 1/4 sends a packet of size 2. Together,
this gives a volume of 2 - k for the first phase. Multiplying by 2:0(3/4)‘ : 4 for
the later phases, we obtain 8 - k. The Azuma inequality can be used to prove that the
deviation from the expected value is small. CI

In Table 3.1, we provide a few measured efficiencies of the algorithm, where by
cf/fir'ienev we mean speed-up/P : TSCq/(P - Tpm). As a basis for the computation of
our efficiencies, we assumed that Tseq : 3.9- 10‘6 » N, for all N: running on one node
of the Paragon, the simple sequential algorithm requires 3.95 for solving a problem
with N : 10G.



10n P24 P216 P264
10 0.03 0.02 0.01
12 0.09 0.06 0.04
14 0.18 0.13 0.09
16 0.22 0.19 0.16
18 0.22 0.20 0.17
20 0.21 0.20 0.18

Table 3.l: Efficiencies of independent—set removal, running on an Intel Paragon for
various P and k In all cases we perf‘onned ten reduction phases.

4 Peeling-Off Algorithm
4.1 Basic Idea
The basic idea of our first algorithm is to split the nodes into two sets: 80 and 81. The
set of all nodes is denoted N. Then we perform

Algorithm I’EELING_()FF(80, .31)
AUT()CLEAN(81);
ALTRoCLEAMSn);
S()ME_RANK(50)‘.

F
E

R
N

!"

ALTR()CLEAN(81).

Here S()ME_RANK designates any ranking algorithm, possibly FEELING _()FF itself.
By AUT()CLEAN(SJ-) we mean:

All nodes in Sj follow the links running through nodes in SJ- until a link
out—of‘f‘SJ- is found or a final node of the list is reached. Then they update
mast and (list.

By ALTROCLEAMSJ) we mean:

All nodes in 81' that have not reached a final node and whose master is not
an element of SJ, ask their master for its may! and dist fields. Then they
update their mast and dist fields with the received values.

Later we will give efficient algorithms for performing auto— and altroclean. For the
time being, we assume that they are performed according to the above specifications.
If initially

mastfj) : succ(j),

di.1‘t(j) : 17

for all 0 g j < N, then we get

Lemma 3 PEELING_0FF correctly computes the values ()fmast and distfor all nodes.

Proof: After Step 1, every node in 81 has either found a master in SO or reached a final
node. Hence, after Step 2, all nodes in 80 have either a master in 80 itself or reached
a final node. So, in Step 3 we indeed have to solve an ordinary weighted list—ranking
problem. In the altroclean of Step 4, all nodes of 81 that have not reached a final node
participate. They ask their masters for their mast values, and the answer is some final
node. Cl



4.2 PRAMS

Algorithm. We show that along the lines of FEELING_OFF there is an easy randomized
PRAM algorithm running in 0(10g N) time with N/ log N PUs.

First one should perform some randomization: every node is placed in a randomly
chosen bucket of size N/ log N. With P PUs this can be done in 0(N/P + log N)
time. Using Chernoff bounds. it is easy to see that no bucket will hold more than
(1 + 0(1)) - N/ logN nodes. The buckets are numbered from 0 through logN — l.
and the set of nodes in Bucket j is denoted Bucj. Then we perform loglog N rounds
of PEELINQOFF in which the problem size is halved each time. In Round t, 1 g t. 3
log log N, we take

7 r!#

50 (t) : Ul;:0N/2 IBMCJ',

_ logN/2’_1—-1 ‘
81“) — slog N/2' BMCJ'.

Finally pointer jumping is performed on 50(log log N) : Buco. Unwrapping the re—
cursion, gives the following equivalent iterative formulation:

Procedure PRAM_RANK
fort. :- l to log logN

AU’l‘()CLE/\N(Sl(t));
ALTR()(‘LEAN(SU(t));

I’()lN'l'liR_JUMPING(SU(10g log N));
fort, : loglog N downto 1

AL’I‘R()(‘LEAN(81(t)).

Analysis. The correctness of PRAM_RANK follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that
5”“ + 1) U 81(t + l) = 80(t), for all 1 S t < loglogN.

()n a I’RAM, the altrocleans are trivial: for every node two numbers must be
read. So, the work is linear in the size of the set on which it is performed. As

1°51t #500) : 1;:t #51(t) : N e N/ log N, the work for altroclean
is linear. The processor allocation is no problem. The final pointerjumping has to be
performed on a set ofsize N/ log N. With P PUs, this can be done in 0(N/P+log N)
time (see [I 1]). The autocleans are performed by applying the basic pointer jumping
step (every node which has a master in 51(t) asks its master for its mast and dist values)
until no nodes are active anymore. Their time consumption is analyzed in Lemma 5.

Lemma 4 At the end ()flteration t, 0 g t 5 log log N, an arbitrary node n E 50(t)
has as master tl'zefinal node f ()fits list iflall nodes between 11 and f lie in N — Soft).
If this is not the case, then its master is the first node 771 6 50(15) such that all nodes
between it and m lie in N — 50(t).

Proof: By the way final nodes are handled, the first case can be viewed as a special case
of the second, So, we may concentrate on a node with master m, m not being a final
node. Clearly m E 50(t), due to the autocleaning and altroeleaning during Iteration t.

For the rest of the proof we proceed by induction on 15. Let n be the node defined
above. So far, 71 has not asked any node in 50(t) to give its master. Thus, either
mast(n) : suec(n). for which the lemma holds. or n must have heard mast(n) from
some node n’ E N — 80(15). 71’ may have updated its master in two ways: during
some previous altroclean and during an autoclean. By the induction hypothesis, n’ can
certainly not have looked beyond m during an altroelean. During the autoclean this is
excluded altogether. El



This lemma states that after Iteration t, the linking structure in 50(t) is identical to the
initial one, except for short—cuts over/\f — 50(t). From this we conclude

Corollary 1 At the beginning oflleration t, the probability that any noa'ejrom S” (t) U
51 (t), which has not reachedafinal node, has its master in 80(15) is 1/2.

Corollary 2 At the beginning of Iteration t, no two nodesfrom 50(1) U S] (I) have the
same master, exeeptfor those whose master is afinal node.

Lemma 5 On a PRAM with P PUs, AUTOCLEAN(Sl(t)), l S t 3 log log N, can be
implemented to run in O(#51 (t)/P + log log N) time, with high probability.

Proof: A node n in 50 is active in Iteration s 2 0, if n and all nodes up to distance 2“
from s have a master in 81. The probability that any given node lies in 81 is 1/2, so
the probability that n is active in Round 5 equals 2’2“. Hence, the expected number of
nodes that is active in Round 5 equals 2’23 - #51. So, for the expected number of the
sum of active nodes over all rounds we find

E(a('tives(t)) : Z 2’25 - #81“) < 0.82 - #51“). (4.1)
520

Here we make use of the fact that expected numbers can be computed by simply adding
probabilities, and that the expected number of a sum equals the stun of the expected
numbers, even if the random variables are not independent (see [8, p. 222]).

Now anyone will also believe that, with high probability, the work is bounded by
O(#Sl (t)), but this is not so easy to prove. We will lirst put a bound on the number
of rounds that has to be performed, then ensure that during the lirst rounds the number
of active nodes decreases as it should do, and then argue that the contribution from the
remaining nodes is minor.

Claim 1 After 0(log log N) rounds there are no active not/es left, with high probabil»
ity.

Proof of claim: The probability that any ofthe #810) nodes is active in Rounds is at
most #Sl(t) - 2‘2”. For 3 : 2 - log log N, this is less than l/N.

For bounding the number of active nodes during the first rounds, we use the Azuma
inequality, Lemma 1. Here the XJ- are the random variables given by: “Xj : 1 if
Node j lies in 81(t), otherwise it is 0.” The function f gives the number of active
nodes in Round 3. Flipping the value of one of the X1 may change the value of f by at
most 2‘“. soc : 23, Thus, substitution yields

PHZ — E(Z)l 2 h] s 2 - e“2"t2/<2“-N>.
For h : 2S . (N - log N)1/2, this is a very small number. Thus, as long as
‘25 - (N - logN)1/2 : 0(2‘23 ~ #51(t)), we may assume that the deviations from
the expected values are negligible. So, we may assume that after log log N”3 rounds
only (1 + 0(1)) - #81(t)/N1/3 active nodes remain. Therefore, the sum over the re
maining rounds of the number of active nodes is less than (2 - log log N) - (l + 0(1)) -
#SMU/Nl/3 = 0(#51(t))- C1



Theorem 1 On a PRAM with P PUS, PRAM,RANK ranks a set oflist with N nodes
in 0(N/P + log N) time, with high probability.

Tree Rooting. For tree rooting we apply the same algorithm. The only difference is
that now several nodes may have the same successor. Lemma 4. the conclusion about
the structure and Corollary 1 still hold, and we have the following partial analogue ol‘
Theorem l:

Theorem 2 On a PRAM with P PUs, PRAM_RANK roots a set ()ftrees with N nodes
in 0(N/P + log N) expected time.

Proof: The crucial point is again that expected values may be added together, even il‘
their random variables are not independent. [3

\l/
: Q—p-Q—y-Q on. .—>.—>.

/1\
Figure 4.1: A tailed star.

The good news is that Theorem 2 holds for all trees (as opposed to pointer—jumpiiw,
whose expected time consumption depends on the structure of the tree). The bad news
is that we cannot put a high—probability bound on the time consumption. Consider a
tailed star: a tree which is obtained by attaching a tail to a star, see Figure 4.1. As—
sume that the star contains N — log N/ log log N nodes, and the tail log N/ log log N.
Possibly all nodes of the tail are allocated to the 51(1) But then AUT()C1.IEAN(81 (1))
requires 0(N - log N) work.

4.3 Distributed Memory Machines

Algorithm. Our algorithm for distributed memory machines is inspired by the PRAM
algorithm. Now PUi,l]()lLlsll1€ k : N/P nodes with indiccsi+j~P. for all 0 S j < k.
Each PU has a buffer for every PU, in which it writes questions and answers. In any
step, all questions or answers are generated. then the all-to—all routing is performed
and so on. This is the standard way of running algorithms under the BSP paradigm.
To optimize the algorithm, we use one—by—one cleaning from [20] instead of pointer-
jumping:

Lemma 6 [20] For ranking a set of lists with a total of k - P nodes on a parallel
computer with P PUs, one-by—mze cleaning requires 3 - P — 4 start-ups, and has routing
volume 6 - In P - k.

Theoretically the most interesting feature is the choice of the number of reduction
rounds d (in the PRAM algorithm we had d : loglog N) and the reductionfactors:
the number ft, 1 S t g d, given by

ft = #51(t)/#31(t — 1),

where #51(0) : N. These must be tuned to obtain a good trade-off between the
number of all—to-all routings and the routing volume. A handy choice is

_1+d—t
_————~. 4.2

2+d—t ( )Md)



With these ft, we get a simple expression:

#50(t) : (d+ 1 # t)/(d+ 1) ~ N.

Theorem 3 When d reduction phases are performed with reductionfactors as in (4.2),
the routing volume is less than

(6+(3-1nd+6.lnP)/(d+1))-k,

with high probability. For each reduction phase, the algorithm requires 6 + 2 -
[log log N] all—to—all matings.

Proof: We are going to compute the number of questions. For every question two
answers will be sent, so the routing volume is three times the number of questions.

During the altroclean in Iteration t of the first loop, the expected number of ques—
tions equals #S()(t)-#Sl(t)/(#So(t)+#81(t)) < #810), Summingoverall rounds,
we get less than (1 — 1/(d — 1)) - k, The same estimate holds for the altrocleans in the
second loop.

Generally, if one performs an autoclean on a set S, in which the probability that a
node has master in S is a, then we find the following analogue of (4.1) for the total
number of questions:

E(questinns) 2 Z of?” . #5.
s 20

In our case, a assumes the values 1/2, 1/3,...,1/(d+1). The computation of the stun
is easy because #51“) : N/(d+ 1), for all t. The first-order term, 1/‘2 + [/15 + - ~ l~
1/(d+1) < ln d— 1/4, for (l 2 10. The quadratic terms are equal to those neglected in
the estimate of the volume of altroclean, and all the remaining terms together are less
than 1/4.

The final one—by—one cleaning is performed on a set of size ls - P/(rl + 1).
For every reduction round we have to perform two altrocleans, each taking two all»

to-all routings, and one autoclean. As ft(d) 2 1/2, the probability that the distance
between two elements in So exceeds r is at most 2””. Thus, the probability that the
pointer—jumping has not terminated after 5 steps, requiring two all—to»all routings each,
equals 2’23”. For 3 : [log log N] + 1, this is less than 1/N2. El

Experimental Results. To minimize the costs of the autocleans, one should make the
lirst ft somewhat larger, and later on somewhat smaller:

1.6+].05-d—td 2—.fl() 6+d-t
The d for which the time consumption is minimized increases with k, and decreases
with P. However, d z 6 always gives results that are close to optimal. The number of
pointer—jumping steps in the autoeleaning of Round it must be chosen as a function of
ft, #51 (t) and d, in such a way that the probability that the whole algorithm is correct
is constant. In practice, we mostly need five pointer—jumping steps if ft < 0.4, but for
f, 2 0.4, four of these steps suffice.

Implementing these ideas, we obtained an algorithm which uses in every PU next
to the three arrays of size k each, only two buffers which are used for several purposes.
These have size 0.3 - h each. The program, and its sequential version are available at
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10n P:4 P:16 [3:641
10 0.06 0.03 0.01
12 0.19 0.07 0.03
14 0.36 0.10 0.09
16 0.47 0.29 0.18
18 0.44 0.35 0.23
20 0.41 0.35 0.26

'l'ahle 4.1: lil‘lieieneies ol‘the parallel algorithm running on an Intel Paragon for varinus
1’ and At. 111 all cases (1 t: 6.

1110.0

00.0
10.130

10,021
1.17

; .1250.0 .f ”1
“~51 3.00

150.0 5.00

10 0, 0.30
10.0 120 1.4.0 160 18.0 20.0

l’igure 4.2: Experimental results for the parallel algorithm: the x—axis gives log k, the
y‘axis 1’. and the gr11y»101msthe speed—up. In all cases d : 6.



http: / /www . mpi —sb . mpg . de/~j opsi /dprog/prog . html. The time con—
sumption on the Paragon can be described up to 10% by

T1(P,k) : 38-10‘3 +40-10r7-k+58-10‘4-P+24.10*7.k-10g(m.

In Table 4.1, we provide a few measured efficiencies. There are three reasons for
the deterioration with P: the finite capacity of the network starts to become noticeable
for 6 X 6 partitions and larger; the number of start-ups required increases with P; the
load—balancing becomes worse.

Tree Rooting. As for the PRAM, we may apply the same algorithm for tree rooting.
The expected work is the same as for ranking lists.

In order to give a feeling of what happens when we apply the algorithm to different
non—cyclic structures, we give some numbers for the special case P : 8 and k :
65,536. We have tested random lists, random binary trees, and stars with a tail of
length 1,000. The results are given in Table 4.2. Most apparent is the increase of the
standard deviation.

min time max time av. time st. dev.
lists 0.674 0.678 0.675 0.002

binary trees 0.595 0.626 0.607 0.010
tailed starts 0.692 1.772 1.070 0.280

Table 4.2: Time consumption in seconds for different types of input for 1’ : 8 and
k : 65,536.

5 Sparse-Ruling-Set Algorithm
Earlier versions of the sparse-ruling—set algorithm were given in [16, 19, 15]. Its basic
idea allows for a highly efficient reduction of the problem size by a large factor: during
the whole algorithm, most nodes are addressed only twice. This is not more than in
the sequential algorithm, and therefore one would hope to obtain very high speed—ups.
Unfortunately, on parallel computers with a distributed memory. good performance
is achieved only when N/P2 is very large, because the number of communication
rounds is too high. In this section we introduce several new ideas that allow to reduce
the number of communication rounds considerably. Before presenting the algorithm.
we give an example, which illustrates the orders of magnitude we are talking about.

On a single PU of an Intel Paragon, sequential list ranking takes 39 ~ 10"6 - Ns.
So, on a machine with P PUs we strive for a time close to 3.9- 10’6 - k. Start—ups cost
about 2 - 10‘4s, and each communication round requires P —— 1 of them. The algorithm
of [19] requires about f - 1n f communication rounds for reducing a problem of size
N to two subproblems of size N/f. For a problem with k : 106, one might apply
two reduction rounds with f = 20 each, requiring 3 - (60 + 1 + 2) + 4 - 3 : 201
communication rounds. On a Paragon with P = 100, the goal would be 3.9s, but we
do not even come close to this, because we waste 201 ~ 99 - 2 - 10—4 = 4.0s with the
start—ups. Applying the idea of Ranade [15], a problem of size N is reduced to one
subproblcm of size 2- N/f. Ifagain we apply two rounds with f = 20, we would need
2 - (60 + 1 + 2) + 3 : 129 communication rounds. For the same two reductions, the
algorithm of this section requires 2 - (25 + 2) + 3 = 57 communication rounds. The
resulting time for the start-ups is 57 . 99 - 2 - 10—4 : 1.1s, which is more reasonable.
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5.1 Constant Number of Active Waves

Consider the following simple list—ranking algorithm:

Algorithm SPARSE-RULING—SET(N, S)
1. Select S nodes randomly and uniformly from among the non—final nodes as

rulers.

2. Each ruler p initiates a wave: p prepares a packet containing its index and di.\'t(p)
to be sent to sue(:(p).
3. Mark all final nodes as rulers.

4. for round : 0 t0 N/S — 1 do
21. Send all packets.
b. Each node p that receives a packet marks

the contained data.
e. ifp is a non—ruler then

p prepares a new packet for suec(p), adding
(list(p) to the second field in the packet.

else
A new ruler p’ is selected from among
the unreached noiH‘ulers. p' initiates
a new wave as was done in Step 2.

In every round, S nodes are reached that were not reached before. Thus, all nodes
have been reached after N/S rounds. Particularly, all non—initial rulers have been
reached by waves from their predecessors, and thus a suhlist with links consisting
of all rulers can be constructed without further communication. The rest of the al—
gorithm is the same as in independent—set removal: after some more reduction rounds,
pointer-jumping or one-by—one cleaning is performed, and finally the excluded nodes
are reinserted.

SPARSE—RULING—SET is not much more than S sequential algorithms running in
parallel. Different from the sequential algorithm, there is no need to search for the
initial nodes, on the other hand all excluded nodes must be reinserted. These operations
have comparable complexity.

Lemma 7 On an inleremmection network, an application of SPARSE—RULING—SET
Causes (1 muting—volume ()f3 - k.

Proof: Every node is sending and receiving exactly one packet. Such a packet carries
the length of the covered path, the index of the ruler and the destination. Cl

Let H” : 2:121 l/i be the n—th harmonic number.

Theorem 4 The expected number of rulers selected by SPARSE—RULING—SET(N, S)
equals S - [IN/3.

Proof: Let 01;, 0 g t < N/S, denote the number of rulers that is selected in Round if.
an : S. Generally, in Round t, there are still N — t - S unreached nodes, and among
them there are exactly S rulers. Thus,

S
13‘0”“): 5' N——t—-_S_'

As expected values may be added, we get the stated result. Cl
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We call an algorithm for reducing the size of list-ranking problems e eetive, if for
a given number of routing steps it achieves a large reduction.

Corollary 3 Asymptotically the presented .s‘parse—ruling-set algorithm is twice as ef-
fective as earlier versions.

Proof: In the previous sparse—ruling—set algorithms, f - In f rounds were required for a
reduction of the problem size from N to 2~N/f. If in our algorithm we set S : N/(f
In f), a problem ofsize N is reduced to N/(f-ln f)-Hf_1,,f :4 N/f-(I+ln In f/ Inf).
CI

How can new rulers be selected efficiently? If initially a random selection of N/ [’
nodes is assigned to each of the P PUs, then a PU finds a new ruler by searching
locally for the first unreached non-ruler If all its nodes are exhausted, then no new
ruler is selected. In total over all rounds, this selection is 0(N/P) work. One extra
round is required:

Lemma 8 Iftlie new rulers are selected locally, and S/P Z 64 - log P, then all nmlex
are reached within N/S + 1 mum/s, with high probability.

Proof: As long as there have been S active waves in all previous rounds. there are
N — t - S unreached nodes at the beginning of Round t. Among them there are exactly
S rulers. Thus, after the sending in Round N/S — .3. in each PU an expected S/(JI - I’)
new rulers have to be selected out offits expected 4/3’S/P unreached non—rulers. This
is possible with high probability. We show that the second number is at least 2/53 ~ S/l’,
with probability 1 — I/Pg.

Consider a random variable X that is the sum of the outcomes of independent
Poisson trials with expected value n. Then Theorem 4.2 from [14] states that

Pr[X < (1~ (5)41] < e”"‘52/2.

In our case It : 4/3 ~ S/P, and 6 : 1/2. With the given bound on S/P, the bounding
is strong enough. How about the required independency‘.’ Clearly, for a given list,
the probability that a node in a PU has been reached is not independent of the earlier
decisions. However, the situation we find is exactly the same as when the allocation of
a node to a PU were postponed until this node is reached.

So, we may assume that after the sending in Round N/S — 2 there remain .S' un~
reached nodes. Now for the first time, it may happen that a PU has not enough indices
of unreaehed non—rulers. But, as above, we can show that each PU will forward at least
3/4 - S/P waves, with high probability. Thus, in the following round, the expected
number of unreaehed nodes in a PU is less than S/(4 - P) and the expected number
of received packets more than 3/4 - S/P: in every PU the number of waves hitting a
ruler will exceed the number ofunreached non-rulers, so all of the latter are turned into
rulers, and the routing is completed in the next round. D

The condition in Lemma 8 is an obstacle for optimal—time PRAM algorithms. This
problem may be overcome, by granting a few extra steps at the end.

5.2 Interlacing Computation and Communication
In SPARSE—RULING-SET, an all-to-all routing is performed in Step 4.a. Instead of this.
the all—to—all routing might also be decomposed into P — 1 permutations. For example,
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PU i might send in Step j, 1 S j < P. to PU (i + j) mod P. After routing each such
a permutation, the received data can be processed immediately as in Step 4b and 4.c,
before routing the following packet. Ifthe successor ofa newly reached node is residing
in the same PU, then a shortcut can be made without waiting. In the original algorithm,
a wave is progressing exactly one step after every full communication round, now it is
progressing twice as fast.

The first packets sent have expected size S/Pz. Then these sizes increase to reach
their maximum of about 6 - S/P2 at the end of Round 1. Hereafter, the expected packet
sizes start to converge.

Lemma 9 After eonverging, the expected size 0fthe routed packets equals 2 - S/Pz.

Proof: Let 5,)”, 1 g h,j < P, be the expected size of the packet PU i will send in
Permutation h at the moment Permutationj is sent. We want to determine :1: = SMW.
By performing a permutation, the size of the packet to be routed in this permutation
is reset to 0. When a packet is received, on the average, it is equally distributed over
the P — 1 packets in preparation, adding rc/(P — 1) to all packets. Thus, 3“t =
h. - LIT/(P ~ 1) (for h 2 j, j — It should be replaced byj — h + P — 1). Particularly,
21., 3,1,“,- = .7: ~ P/‘Z. On the other hand, at any time, the expected number of heads of
waves in each PU is S/P, thus :1; 3,1,,“ : S/P. Equating gives as : 2-8/1”. El

Theorem 5 [fronting rounds are decomposed in P— 1 permutation matings inter/(teed
with data proeessing, then all nodes are reached in N/(Z - S) + 1 rounds, with high
probabi/it)‘.

Proof: Though in the later rounds the packet sizes converge to 2 - S/PZ, most of them
are slightly smaller during the first rounds. It is easy to see that in Permutation j, l S
j f: P ~ 1 of the first round the expected size of the packets equals 5/ P2 - (1 + 7,1,)”.
Thus. the sum of the sizes of all packets is approximately ((3 — 1) - S. In the following
rounds, the stun of the sizes of the packets rapidly converges to 2 - 5. Thus, it can be
estimated that after t : N/(2 - S) — 1 rounds more than (2 - t — 1) - S nodes have been
reached. The remaining nodes are reached in the final two rounds, even if new rulers
are selected locally. [:1

Corollary4 Asymptotically, interlacing computation and eommmiieation makes“
SPARSE—RULING-SET twice as effective.

Proof: The interlacing gives a small increase of the number of selected rulers. A
refinement of the analysis of Theorem 4 shows that with increasing P this number
converges to (111(N/S) + 1) - 3. So, in N/S' + 1 rounds we now achieve a reduction
of the problem size to (ln(N/S) + 2) - 5/2, whereas before we achieved a reduction to
(111(N/S) + 'y) - 5'. Here 7 is the Eulerian number. For large N/S', the ratio converges
to two. El

5.3 Experiments
A sequential simulation of SPARSE-RULING-SET with interlaced computation and
communication has been programmed in C. This program is identical to a parallel pro—
gram, except that sending operations have been replaced by memcopies, that all vari—
ables have been replaced by fields, and that all instructions have been replaced by loops
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over the processor numbers. It is available at http: / /www.mpi—sb.mpg . de/~
~j ops i /dprog/prog . htrnl.

The program shows some additional advantages ofthe new algorithm. The simplic—
ity of the algorithm leads to a very short and simple code. This does not only mean that
it takes less effort to program, debug and optimize, but it also means that less instruc-
tion cache is required. Another great advantage is that both new ideas help to reduce
buffer sizes. Having a fixed number of active waves, means that we can fix the buffer
sizes to the required value. The interlacing means that we need only a small buffer for
receiving packets, Small buffers are advantageous because of cache usage. and in or-
der to limit the additional memory requirements. Only the highest level of reinsertion
would require large packets. If the available buffer size is insufficient, this routing is
(at the expense of a few extra routing operations) divided in several chunks. In addition
to the 3- N integers for storing the wee, mast and dist fields, our program requires less
than N/2 additional storage. Hereby, it is by far the most memory—efficient list—ranking
algorithm

N S Rounds N’
4194304 524288 6 1612992
4194304 262144 10 991936
4194304 131072 18 584288
4194304 65536 34 338336
4194304 32768 66 191216
4194304 16384 130 107696

Table 5.1: Reductions of the problem sizes by SPARSBRULING-SE’I‘ with interlaced
computation and communication. The columns give N, S, the number of communicir
tion rounds, and the resulting problem size.

In Table 5.] some examples of the efficiency of the new reduction method are
given. We can see that withjust 20 communication rounds, the problem size is reduced
by a factor 7. Unfortunately the Paragon has been turned of, so we could not test this
algorithm in the real parallel practice. However, all previous experiments have shown
that the performance ofthe Paragon can be predicted rather accurately. On basis of our
sequential simulations we conclude that for P : 100, the improved sparse—ruling-scts
algorithm definitely should achieve a speed-up of more than 30 for k : 218. Previously
speed—up 30 was only achieved for k : 221.

6 Conclusion

Two new algorithms were presented for list ranking. The peeling—off algorithm is sim-
ple and versatile. The second algorithm is a simplified and improved version of the
sparse-ruling-set algorithm. By strongly reducing the number of performed communi—
cation rounds, this most efficient parallel list—ranking algorithm becomes applicable for
much smaller problem sizes than before. For practical applications this means a great
step forwards.
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